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traits, as evaluated using standard

Abstract

questionnaires,

Ambiguous

figures,

such

as

study

were

to

such

obtain

as

inkblot

the

the

Autism-spectrum Quotient (AQ) and the

reversible figure of the girl/old women

Empathy Quotient (EQ). All of the
-1-
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responses of each subject were scored

measurements

using the Exner Comprehensive Scoring

between the two groups and were not

System, which is the standard method

correlated with the scores on the AQ or

for

the

the EQ. Based on this preliminary study,

Rorschach test. The scores of total

representations of animals in motion in

responses were not different between

visual perception may be a subject that

the subjects with ASD and healthy

could shed light on the biological

subjects. Only the scores for the variable

relevance between unstructured figures

designated FM were significantly lower

and autism traits.

in ASD subjects compared to healthy

Key words

evaluating

responses

to

were

not

different

subjects, indicating that the subjects
ambiguous figure, autism phenotype,
perceived animals in motion in their
autism
visual

perceptions

of

spectrum

disorder,

illusion,

unstructured
inkblots of the Rorschach, unstructured

figures in inkblots. Furthermore, the FM
figure, visual perception
scores

demonstrated

a

significantly

inverse correlation with the AQ scores

Introduction

and were significantly correlated with the

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a

EQ scores. Each variable of M indicated

neurodevelopmental

a response of humans in motion, with m

comprises autistic disorder, Asperger’s

indicating a response of inanimate in

disorder, and pervasive developmental

motion,

disorder not otherwise specified as

Human

indicating

total

disorder

that

responses concerning humans, and

designated

Animal

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders

indicating

concerning

total

responses

animals;

these

Fourth

-2-

in

the

Edition

Diagnostic

Text

and

Revision
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(DSM-IV-TR) [1]. Behavioral signs of ASD

and no effective treatments for ASD

emerge between 6 and 12 months of

exist, with the exception of those that

age in the form of a decline in social

can

engagement, such as gazing at faces

epileptic attacks. Thus,clinical symptoms

and social smiles

[2], [3]

. Moreover, the

irritability[9]

alleviate

and

treat

are most strongly associated with the
burdens of caregiver over time [10].

head circumference of subjects with
ASD becomes significantly larger than

The clinical symptoms of ASD range

that of normal subjects at 12 to 24

widely across almost all domains of

months of age[4],

mental and cognitive function, although

[5]

. These results

suggest that ASD should be considered

social

a nearly innate, rather than acquired,

patterns of activities represent the core

disease. The etiology of ASD has not yet

symptoms. For instance, intellectual

been

ability

clarified.

components

However,

are

believed

genetic
to

play

impairments

can

and

range

from

impairment to savantism

[11]

repetitive

profound

. Epilepsy is

important roles in the pathogenesis of

a major comorbidity and is recognized in

ASD; for example, a twin study reported

approximately 30% of subjects

higher

in

affective and emotional domains can be

monozygotic twins than in dizygotic

affected in terms of irritability (e.g.,

twins

rates

[6]

analysis

of

concordance

and a recent transcriptomic
reported

different

temper

gene

teachers

[7]

. The

[8]

self-injurious

regard

as

unmanageable

behavior and results in the pursuit of

prevalence of ASD has been proposed
to be as high as approximately 1%

and

. The

behavior), which caregivers and school

expression patterns in the brains of
subjects with and without ASD

tantrums

[12]

drug therapy

,

[13]

. In the memory domain,

ASD subjects can experience suddenly

-3-
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vivid recollections of past personal

Hypersensitive

events, the contents of which are often

reactions to sensory information often

unpleasant and distressing to them

[14]

.

or

hyposensitive

occur in subjects with ASD

[16]

. For

Moreover, healthy subjects, but not

instance, these individuals may dislike

subjects

specific

with

ASD,

show

greater

sounds,

such

as

vacuum

memory performance in self-referential

cleaners or babies’ crying, and cover

processing as compared to semantic

their ears; in contrast, these individuals

processing

[15]

, and this result suggests

may remain entirely unperturbed when a

deficits of self-consciousness in ASD.

balloon suddenly bursts, even when

The perception domain of mental

everyone

around

them

is

startled.

and cognitive function can also be

Furthermore, individuals with ASD may

affected

ASD.

also dress lightly in the middle of winter

Perception refers to the recognition of all

as if they are insensitive to cold, dislike

of sensory information for an individual

being touched by other peoples, have

to

the

deviant food habits dating from infancy,

environment, whereas sensation refers

or look embarrassed and offer no replies

to sensory information that itself does

to questions concerning their physical

not

memory,

conditions (as if they are unable to

emotion, and thinking that an individual

understand the term “physical condition”

processes

or perceive the conditions of their

in

perceive

include

information.

subjects

and

understand

functions

after

with

of

perceiving

Sensation

sensory
generally

bodies). These clinical

observations

consists of visual, auditory, gustatory,

suggest that subjects with ASD can be

tactile, olfactory, pain, and interoceptive

affected in various domains of sensation

modalities, among others.

and perception.

-4-
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Of course, affected behaviors in

using

neuropsychological

methods,

the visual domain can also appear in the

which traditionally have been utilized in

daily lives of ASD subjects. For example,

patients who suffer from strokes or head

they may stare at a whirlpool of water in

injuries. Generally, various types of

a washing machine or gaze for a long

visual

time at the spinning tire of a miniature

identification, figure recognition, color

car; they may also stare at anything that

recognition, topographical memory and

glitters,

filtering

orientation, and spatial orientation, do

through foliage, glass blowing, or the

not differ between ASD subjects with

flow of a river. Moreover, they may be

mental deficiencies and subjects with

absorbed in the process of scanning a

mental retardation

carpet of a rice field from one end to the

in visual recognition exist in subjects

other. It is very interesting not only from

with ASD. Thus, it is worth considering

a clinical standpoint but also from a

whether

research standpoint to examine how

behavioral symptoms specific to ASD

ASD subjects perceive their external

have relevance to cognitive processes in

environments through visual sensations.

visual

such

Numerous

as

sunshine

studies

have

been

. As

complete

using

object

. No gross deficits

above-mentioned

which

can

be

more

elaborate

measures.
One of the most consistent results

perception in ASD is far beyond the

with regard to the visual perception of

scope

clinical

subjects with ASD is that they have

characteristics of visual recognition will

superior abilities in processing fine

first be described based on research

details,

this

article,

of

perception,

including

visual

of

review

[18]

the

evaluated

conducted with regard to vision in ASD
[17]

recognition,

the

-5-

particularly

those

of

local
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structures [19]. For example, children with

better than control subjects

ASD were shown to perform better than

also been readily noticed that ASD

healthy children in response to a

subjects

visuo-spatial task called the Embedded

processing fine details, and they show

Figures Test, which was designed to

better performance on the block design

evaluate the ability to distinguish items

task of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale

from their surrounding contexts [20].

[23]

have

superior

[22]

. It has

abilities

in

.

Moreover, ASD subjects were

Figures used to distinguish targets

significantly faster than control subjects

from distractive contexts can be divided

in conjunctive search tasks, in which

into two categories: ambiguous figures

target in the form of a letter of the

and

alphabet shared its color with one set

refers to multiple possible interpretations

and its shape with another set of letter

of a figure

distracters, and the participants were

reversible figure of the girl/old women

instructed to respond to the presence or

(Figure 1) [25] can be recognized as a girl

absence of the target as quickly as

from one viewpoint and as an old

possible [21]. In another study, adults with

woman

ASD and healthy adults were tested

characterizes this figure as ambiguous.

using figure discrimination tasks with

In contrast, unstructured figures have no

extremely

confusing

and

significance on their own. As a result,

although

control

were

paradoxically, these figures can induce

contents,
subjects

unstructured

[24]

from

figures. Ambiguity

. For instance, the

another,

significantly better able to distinguish

innumerable

familiar from novel figures, ASD subjects

example, when looking at a cloud in the

distinguished novel figures significantly

sky, one person may state that part of

-6-

interpretations.

which

For
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the cloud looks like the beak of a pelican,

coherence hypothesis [31]. In research in

whereas another person would likely

subjects

make different observation. A cloud is

correlation

therefore

represent others’ mental states and the

characterized

as

an

unstructured figure.

between

a
the

significant
ability

was suggested in two studies

to

to

generate

[27], [28]

but

was not shown in a third study [26].

that children with ASD are as likely as
subjects

ASD,

ability to reverse an ambiguous figure

Previous research has suggested

control

with

both

In contrast, there has been a

interpretations of ambiguous figures

paucity of research into the perception of

[26-28]

. Interestingly, the ability to reverse

unstructured figures in subjects with

an ambiguous figure is correlated with

ASD. Typical examples of unstructured

success in theory of mind tasks in

figures would be the inkblots of the

normally developing children[29]. The

Rorschach test, which was developed to

theory of mind is the ability to attribute

assess individual personalities. Although

mental states to oneself and to others,

the Rorschach test is a psychological

and it has been reported that subjects

test, the inkblot figures are obviously

with ASD cannot initiate and maintain

unstructured, and the process of the

social interaction with others because

subjects verbally expressing what he or

they do not understand others’ abilities

she sees in the whole or in parts of an

to have beliefs, intentions, and desires

inkblot

[30]

perception.

. The theory of mind hypothesis is

could

represent

visual

regarded as one of the most accepted

The aims of this study were, first, to

theories for explaining the pathogenesis

obtain inkblot responses characteristic

of ASD, along with the weak central

of subjects with ASD as compared to

-7-
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[35]

healthy subjects and, second, to assess

Autism-spectrum Quotient (AQ)

whether the variations in responses

Empathy Quotient (EQ)

were correlated with ASD traits, as

Systemizing Quotient (SQ)

evaluated

standard

subjects were recruited from among the

questionnaire. Although this was a

nurses at Kanazawa University Hospital

preliminary study, authors are unaware

and students of Kanazawa University,

of

and they did not have schizophrenia or

using

other

study

the

investigating

the

, and the

[37]

. Healthy

characteristics of visual perception of

related

unstructured figures, such as inkblots, in

disorders, or substance dependence,

subjects with ASD.

based

s
Method
Methods

Interview for the DSM-IV, Non-patient

Participants

Edition

Thirty-six subjects with ASD and 50

psychotic

[36]

, the

on

inclusion criteria, which consisted of not

study. ASD was diagnosed based on the

diseases

DSM-IV-TR,

psychiatric

Diagnostic

Interview for Social and Communication
Disorders
Behavior

[32]

,

the

Scale[33],

Tokyo
or

the

a

prior
or

history

a

family

consultations

of

serious

history

of

among

first-degree relatives.

Autistic

All of the participants provided

Autism

written informed consent after receiving

Spectrum Screening Questionnaire[34].

detailed information about this study.

The ASD subjects were visiting

The study was approved by the medical

Kanazawa University Hospital and had

ethics

previously been evaluated using the

University.

Wechsler

Procedure

Intelligence

Clinical

. Healthy subjects met the

having

the

Structured

mood

[38]

healthy subjects were enrolled in this

using

the

disorders,

Scale,

the

-8-

committee

of

Kanazawa
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All of the participants were administered

characteristic in question as a covariate.

the Rorschach inkblot test according to

If an ANCOVA could not be conducted,

the regular

then the relationships between the

method.

Responses

to

inkblots were scored using the standard

variables

Exner Comprehensive Scoring System.

examined. Data analysis was performed

Healthy

subjects

entered

the

and

the

covariates

were

using the software package of SPSS

answers into categories AQ, EQ, and

Statistics 17.0.

SQ, and they underwent examination
Result

with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale.
Statistical analysis

The subject’s characteristics were

The Exner Comprehensive Scoring

significantly

different

regarding

the

System generates 142 variables to

variables of gender ratio, full intelligence

provide a psychological interpretation.

quotient (IQ), verbal IQ, performance IQ,

These variables can be divided into 12

duration of education, AQ, EQ, and SQ

categories according to the system.

between the ASD subjects and healthy

Thus, when comparing the variables

subjects (Table 1).

between ASD subjects and healthy

The numbers of total responses

subjects, the significance level was set

were not different between the two

at 0.0042, bearing in mind multiple

groups. Ten variables, designated as “”,

comparisons.

subjects’

“WDo”, “FM”, “FC”, “Sum Color”, “FC’”,

characteristics (such as gender) were

“Lambda”, “Pure F%”, “FM + m” and

significantly different between the two

“p(positive)”

groups, then an analysis of covariance

Comprehensive Scoring System, were

(ANCOVA) was performed, using the

significantly different between the two

If

the

-9-

within

the

Exner
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groups by non-parametric analysis using

Lambda, Pure F%, FM + m, and

the Mann-Whitney test (The statistic of

p(positive), with gender and full IQ

each variable was as follows; FQxo, U =

serving

478.0, P < 0.001; WDo, U = 502.5, P <

ANCOVA

0.001; FM, U = 423.5, P < 0.001; FC, U

because the data did not pass tests for

= 408.5, P < 0.001; Sum Color, U =

the homogeneity of variance assumption

526.5, P = 0.001; FC’, U = 571.5, P =

and the homogeneity of regression

0.002; Lambda, U = 434.5, P < 0.001;

slopes

Pure F%, U = 448.0, P < 0.001; FM + m,

relationships between the 10 variables

U = 478.0, P < 0.001; p(positive), U =

and gender or full IQ were examined.

538.5, P = 0.001). However, these

as

covariates.

could

not

be

assumption.

However,
conducted

Therefore,

the

First, we evaluated whether the

differences may have been affected by

scores

any

significantly different between male and

of

the

variables

of

subject

for

the

10

variables

characteristics used covariates. Full IQ

female

was significantly correlated with verbal

non-parametric Mann-Whitney test, with

IQ (Pearson product-moment correlation,

a significance level of 0.005. Because

r = 0.847, P < 0.001), performance IQ (r

each variable among FQxo (U = 501.5,

= 0.842, P < 0.001) and education (r =

P < 0.001), WDo (U = 460.0, P < 0.001),

0.309, P = 0.004). Thus, together with

Lambda (U = 572.0, P = 0.002), and

gender, only full IQ was regarded as a

Pure F% (U = 586.0, P = 0.003) was

possible

significantly

covariate.

We

sought

to

subjects

using

were

different

between

the

male

perform ANCOVAs to compare each

subjects and female subjects, it was

variable

including

suggested

FQxo, WDo, FM, FC, Sum Color, FC’,

differences

between

groups,

- 10 -

that
of

the

these

four

significant
variables
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between ASD subjects and healthy

ASD as compared to healthy subjects.

subjects may have been affected by

Because this study noted the shape but

gender.

not the attributes, each variable among

Second, we evaluated whether the
scores

of

the

10

variables

were

FC, Sum Color and FC’ that was scored
for responses referring to color was

correlated with full IQ, using significance

excluded

level of 0.005. Because there were

considerations. FM+m is represented

significant correlations between each

the sum of the FM and m scores.

variable among FQxo (Spearman’s rank

Because the variable of m indicated

correlation, rho = 0.471, P < 0.001),

responses

WDo (rho = 0.432, P < 0.001) and p

motion and was not different between

(positive) (rho = 0.408, P < 0.001), and

the two groups (U = 792.0, P = 0.323),

full IQ, it was suggested that the

the

significant

(Figure 2).

differences

among

these

from

of

variable

subsequent

inanimate

FM+m

was

objects

in

excluded

three variables between ASD subjects

Only the variable FM remained in the

and healthy subjects may have been

analysis and was further investigated.

affected by full IQ.

According to the Exner Comprehensive

As a result, the FM, FC, Sum Color,

Scoring System, the responses for FM

FC’ and FM+m variables remained in the

indicated that the subjects received

analysis. Next, we sought to take the

animals in motion in the unstructured

results

figures of the inkblots. Subjects with

of

perceived

the

studies

ambiguous

of

visually

figures

into

ASD

showed

responses

for

FM

consideration in an attempt to obtain the

significantly less often than healthy

characteristic responses of subjects with

subjects

- 11 -

(Figure

2),

whereas

the

Journal of Brain Science, March 30, 2013,Vol.40
responses

for

M,

which

indicated

In this study, we administered the

representations of humans in motion,

inkblots

were not different between the two

subjects with ASD as unstructured

groups. Here, the sums of all of the

figures to investigate characteristics of

variables concerning humans among the

visual perception, rather than as a

142 variables were designated “Human”,

psychological

and the sums of all of the variables

subjects’ personalities. The Rorschach

concerning animals among the 142

test has been subject to criticisms, such

variables were designated “Animal”.

as inter-rater reliability, the validity of the

However, the results indicated that

test

neither variables, Human (U = 818.5, P

psychologists continue to use this test to

= 0.718) or Animal (U = 701.5, P =

examine personality characteristics and

0.081)), was different between the two

emotional functioning. Although a few

groups (Figure 2).

studies have been conducted in ASD

Finally,

significantly

negative

of

and

the

so

Rorschach

test

on,

to

test

evaluate

although

to

the

some

subjects to obtain psychological results
[39][40]

correlations were found between FM

using the routine Rorschach test

scores and AQ scores (rho = -0.364, P =

the administration of the test from the

0.001;

viewpoint of vision research represents

positive

Figure

3),

and

correlations

significantly
were

found

between FM scores and EQ scores (rho

an

alternative

strategy

that

,

has

demonstrated interesting results [41].

= 0.219, P = 0.045; Figure 4), although

The main findings of this study were

SQ scores were not correlated with FM

1) that the FM scores, but not scores for

scores (rho = -0.157, P = 0.152)

M, m, Human, or Animal, were found to

Discussion

be significantly lower in subjects with

- 12 -
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ASD as compared to healthy subjects

existence

and 2) that the FM scores, not but the

surprisingly

scores for M, m, Human and Animal,

animal-assisted therapies have been

were significantly correlated with the AQ

applied as complementary interventions

scores and EQ scores. These results

and sessions with dogs or horses have

show

been proposed

that

unstructured

inkblots
representations

induced
only

figures

of

different
of

animals

of

animals

remains

understudied,

although

[42]

Animals, as well as

humans, are parts of the world.

in

Moreover,

a

community

is

motion, which may have been produced

composed of by not only humans but

by any cognitive process related to the

also pets and domestic animals, which

pathogenesis of ASD. Although these

comfort, feed, and help people in daily

results cannot be rigorously explained in

life. Thus, it could be an informative

light of the paucity of research on the

research

topic

to

visual perception of unstructured figures,

subjects

with

ASD

there is intriguing relevance to autism

existence and behaviors of animals.AQ

traits that merits some discussion.

can be used as a screening method for

It is well known that one of the core

ASD

determine
perceive

how
the

[43]

, although it was developed to

symptoms of ASD is social impairment,

measure the degree of autism traits in

with

subjects

another

core

symptom

being

with

normal

intelligence,

repetitive behaviors. Social impairment

whereas EQ was developed to measure

implies difficulties in forming reciprocal

empathy, which plays an essential role

relationships with other human, but not

in daily social interaction, and has been

with animals. The question of how

suggested to be lower in subjects with

people with ASD see and feel the

ASD than in the general population[36].

- 13 -
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The significant correlations between

semiology,

representations of animals in motion and

complex

autism traits also cannot readily be

unstructured forms (e.g., clouds or

explained,

of

stains on walls) that are perceived as

of

meaningful

ambiguous

and

the

figures

reversal
but

not

pareidolias,
visual

which

illusions

objects,

have

are

involving

been

unstructured figures requires perceptual

suggested to be similar in regards to

alterations.

significant

their responses as inkblots, in terms of

spontaneous

obvious visual perceptions originating

reversals of ambiguous figures and the

from unstructured visual sensations.

theory of mind task in healthy children[29]

Whereas pareidolias imply spontaneous

and in children with ASD[27], and it has

and

been suggested that abilities related to

responses are forcedly represented.

the theory of mind and executive

However, a comprehensive study of

functions are linked in healthy children

pareidolias in patients with Lewy body

[44]

disease applied the Pareidolia test, in

correlations

There

are

between

and in children with ASD

[45]

. The

persistent

were

inkblot

reversal of ambiguous figures could

which

have relevance to higher-level executive

describe, in as much detail as possible,

functions, which may be involved in

objects shown in pictures that contained

social impairment. In the same way,

animals, plants, or artifacts[46]. Closer

representation abilities after perceiving

inspection of the pictures revealed that

unstructured figures may be connected

both definite objects and unstructured

to social cognition based on higher-level

figures (e.g., vague shadows or blurred

cognitive functions.

objects) were photographed. If vague

From the standpoint of psychiatric

subjects

illusions,

instructed

to

shadows were perceived as ghosts in

- 14 -
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the Pareidolia test, then the response

subjects would be appropriate objectives

was evaluated as an illusion, and not as

for neuroimaging studies.

a representation. In this case, the

Some limitations of the current

demarcation line between whether it

study

was an illusion or a representation

subjects’ responses to the inkblots were

seemed

difficult to analyze objectively as reliable

obscure.

Interestingly,

this

should

be

noted.

variables.

contents of illusory responses on the

Comprehensive

Pareidolia test, the number of responses

systematized

regarding animals was more greater

responses

than the number of responses regarding

Second, as none of the authors was

humans.

authorized to use the Autism Diagnostic

might

be

fruitful

to

study

how

in

Scoring
for
a

the

the

study showed that, with regard to the

As a future direction of research, it

However,

First,

Exner

System

is

scoring

various

standard

manner.

Interview-Revised (ADI-R) or the Autism
Diagnostic

Observation

Schedule

unstructured figures, designed apart

(ADOS), which are diagnostic tools used

from Rorschach inkblots, are visually

worldwide, ASD was diagnosed using

perceived as compared to ambiguous

other

figures in subjects with ASD. Moreover,

believe that the Diagnostic Interview for

it might also be worthwhile to study how

Social and Communication Disorders

visual

could be substituted for the ADI-R or the

perception

of

ambiguous

or

unstructured figures has relevance to

tools.

However,

the

authors

ADOS.

autism traits, as evaluated using theory
of

mind

tasks

or

AQ

and

EQ

questionnaires. Moreover, these two
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Figure 2

Figure 1

Mean scores of responses regarding
human, animal and inanimate.
Black bar and white bar indicate mean
scores of responses in subjects with
ASD and healthy subjects, respectively.
M indicates the scores of responses
representing humans in motion. FM
indicates the scores of responses
representing animals in motion. m
indicates the scores of responses
representing inanimate objects in motion.
Human indicates the sum of the scores
of responses concerning human. Animal
indicates the sum the scores of
responses concerning animals.

Example of ambiguous figure.
The girl/old women (Boring 25)
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Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 3. Scatter plots portraying the

Figure 4. Scatter plots portraying the

s and
relationship between AQ score
scores

s and
relationship between EQ score
scores

s.
FM score
scores

s.
FM score
scores

Black spots and circles indicate each

Black spots and circles indicate each

subject with ASD and control subjects,

subject with ASD and control subjects,

respectively. Regression lines are drawn

respectively. Regression lines are drawn

through scatter plots of two scores as

through scatter plots of two scores as

thin slop in subjects with

thin slop in subjects with ASD, dotted
slop in healthy subjects, and bold slop in
all subjects.
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